DIRECTIONS FOR TIGHTENING YOUR KAOS KUSTOM FANGS
READ THRU CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO ADJUST FANG TIGHTNESS!
Hello Fanged Friend! We want you to have the perfect Fanged Fit to your new fangs. Most of the time your fangs
will fit perfectly when you receive them, as they have been tightened to the mold. Occasionally, however, they may
need tightening in order to achieve the perfect fit. But Be Warned: tightening your fangs is a delicate process, which
requires focus, attention to details, and patience. You could mess up your fangs during this process, so please, read
through everything carefully - call if you have any questions - and if you have received a note from us, whether by
text message, phone, or email, about contacting us BEFORE you start tightening your fangs then by golly you better
call us BEFORE you start tightening. If not...well...then your maverick cavalier tenacity to ignore good sound advice
is all on you.
We have provided you with two small vials - which is more than enough to tighten any fang set to any group of teeth!
They are comprised of dental acrylic powder and the liquid dental acrylic compound. (They are Not the same as
fingernail acrylic!) Be careful not to spill your powder or liquid, as a replacement kit is not carried under our Kaos
Gaurantee, and costs $8.99, plus shipping and handling. You need only a TINY AMOUNT of each to tighten your
fangs, so please ONLY MIX UP TWO TO THREE DROPS OF POWDER TO ONE TO TWO DROPS OF LIQUID. It
is a 2 to 1 ratio. After mixing up a small batch, if you need to add a bit more, then repeat the directions below until
your fangs feel tight. They may have a tiny bit of give when touched with a finger, but should not move when touched
by your tongue. They should not come out without you applying direct pressure to pull them out. For the proper way
to safely remove your fangs without fear of breaking them, please read our FAQs on our
website: www.kaoskustomfangs.com
Directions for tightening fangs
1. Try your fangs on the mold, so that you get an understanding of them, before putting them in your mouth.
Notice the gumline placement. Feel how they go on and off. Did you read the FAQs on our Website? If
not, do it now before you go any further.
2. Try on your new fangs, placing them on the correct tooth, to the gumline. The right side is marked with a
groove and a dot to help you learn which side they belong to. Your fangs should fit tightly, and may even
“click” onto your teeth. If so, then Congratulations!! Your new fangs are perfect and ready to roll. Care for
them like your own teeth. Brush them regularly to keep them clean and fresh. Do as you typically do, i.e.,
drink coffee or tea or other drinks, in order to keep their color as closely matched to your own natural teeth
as possible. To learn more about the proper care of your fangs read our FAQs on our
website:www.kaoskustomfangs.com
3. If your new fangs feel loose:
It is okay! Tightening them will create a firm fit. The dental acrylic mix Will Not and Can Not adhere to one's
natural teeth. So, no worries there! First, become familiar with each fang and how they are supposed to fit
on your tooth. Hold them in place if need be to be the right feel. Notice their top edge gumline placement!
This is important, as you MUST achieve that EXACT top edge gumline placement! So...
Plan on having a little time to spend fixing them, typically 15 minutes is plenty. Set your fangs on the table
in front of you, remembering left and right clearly, so as to not place the wrong fang onto the wrong tooth.
Use a very small container, which can then be thrown away, like an old clean pill bottle, paper cup, etc., and
set it on the table in front of you, along with a small mixing instrument like a clean straw, toothpick, or butter
knife, etc. This is called staging. Staging your fangs, instruments, and materials in front of you, in an easy
to reach manner, will prevent spills and loss of time, as the dental acrylic sets very quickly.

---Pour about a drop of powder, and a drop of liquid into your container. Mix them quickly, but thoroughly,
into an even white paste. IF off white, or overly runny, add a bit more powder. IF crumbly, or too chalky,
add a bit more liquid.
---Using the tip of your mixing instrument - place mixture into loose fang and place onto the tooth, matching
the proper top edge gumline and position of the fang on the tooth. Do Not attempt to tighten more than two
teeth at once. Perhaps start by tightening only one at a time. Place mix into Fang and IMMEDIATELY
press into place, ALIGNING IT TO THE GUMLINE, and hold still. Meaning, make sure that the fang
is completely on all the way! FREEZE IN PLACE for about 30 seconds to a minute while the mix hardens
into a perfect shape of your natural teeth! After 30 seconds, remove fang, and replace back onto the tooth
to finish drying. This will make it easier to get off once the mix has fully hardened around your natural tooth.
Do not place mix into your fangs without immediately pushing them onto your natural teeth to the
gumline, because if the mix dries improperly in the fang it will be ruined! (And Must Be Returned
At Your Expense For Repair.)
*If you have veneers, caps or false teeth, please see the note at the bottom of the instructions!
*For basic Klassic Double & Double Snake Fangs that are not pre-fused it is important to NOT tighten one
full side at a time as the fangs could become fused together. Tighten canines, then once they are done
tighten your incisors. For assistance tightening Tops & Bottoms, or Full Sets call during your tightening
session!!! 505-227-6674
Also, to ensure a perfectly tight fit, Do NOT try to fix more than one—or at the most two—fangs at a time,
since each fang MUST BE HELD IN PLACE.
Occasionally, it may require more than one refitting before achieving the perfect fang fit. If so, simply follow
the above instructions up to three times consecutively.
TO CLEAN UP EXCESS MIX: If excess mix oozes from the tops or sides of your fangs, because there was
too much of it used inside of the fang, then there are a few ways as to clean it up:
-----1. While you hold fang(s) in place take a toothpick and clear away the excess, running it around the
edge of the front and backsides of the fang(s).
----2. While you hold fang(s) in place for about 30 seconds, remove, place again on tooth for another 10
seconds, remove and then carefully clean up, while it is semi-hardened with an Exacto knife, following the
original cut and shape of your fangs. Once cleaned of excess, place back on tooth to finish drying.
----IF the mix oozes onto the outside of your fangs and hardens you will have to take a nail file, metal
file, or sandpaper wrapped around a block of wood to sand it back down, into shape.
*NOTE ON VENEERS, CAPS, OR FALSIES: The dental acrylic may harden to your cap or false tooth.
Therefore, when tightening it is important to take a few precautions. One way is to spread Vaseline over the
tooth that you are tightening your fang to. Also place the fang that you are getting tightening onto the tooth,
for about 10 seconds to get the shape of your tooth, and remove quickly. Wait 10 seconds with the tooth off
and then place it back onto the tooth, up to the gumline, and hold for another 10 seconds. Repeat this
process of 'OFF and ON' at 10 second intervals until the dental acrylic has fully hardened. Then your fang
cap is safe to wear FOREVER!

THANKS!!! For Fanging with US!! We appreciate you, so now ~

GO FORTH AND FANG!!!

